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Exhibit 4.4-3 Color Grid of Sales at +/- 0% of County Value
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Exhibit 4.4-4 Color Grid of Sales at +/- 10% of County Value
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Exhibit 4.4-5 Color Grid of Sales at +/- 25% of County Value
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Exhibit 4.4-6 Color Grid of Sales at +/- 50% of County Value

These data show a consistent pattern in all land use categories, remote, rural,
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Exhibit 4.4-7 Color Grid of Net Gain or Loss Between Sales Value and
County Value
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suburban and urban, longwall, no mining, roads, and sewer and water.  About 20% of
properties sold for less than county  value, more than 50% sold for around the county
value, and 20% sold for twice the county value.

The purpose of this exercise was to determine if there was an identifiable
relationship between the presence of longwall activities and the overall value of parcels.
To justify a cause and effect relationship, the correlation would be expected to be strong.
Using all of the attributes that drive value, no clear correlation between longwall mining and
property value could be identified.  In the absence of other variables, there appears to be
a slight negative correlation between the presence of longwall activity and value assessed
by the counties.  The county assessments tend to show lower values in longwall areas.
But other factors such as sewer and water have stronger correlations with the county
values.  When these factors are added to the mix, there is NO significant identifiable
correlation between longwall mining and property value. 

In some cases, the longwall activity may result in a general increase in value.  For
example, in Greene County RAG has constructed and paid for more than 20 miles of water
line south of Waynesburg. This construction was the result of compensation for damages
and potential damages related to the company’s longwall activity.  Access to water lines
includes access to fire protection.  Regardless of the motive, the data show that property
values increased in areas when public sewer and public water were made available. While
RAG activities may or may not have damaged some individual properties and while RAG
may or may not have appropriately compensated the individual owners, this statistical
study indicates that, in general, the company’s mitigation activity (constructing the water
line) tends to increase the value of properties in the area.
 

Under Act 54, the mining company is required to compensate for the cost of the
damage.  Property-specific diminished value may result from the following: 

• If the homeowner received an assessment decrease based on damage and
then repaired the structure but did not notify the assessment office of the
repair, the county value will remain artificially low.

• If the landowner received compensation but chose not to repair damages,
the value of the property will remain diminished

• If the structure is sold before it is repaired, the value will have been captured
as diminished.

• If the repair was not adequate or if no repair was undertaken, the value will
remain diminished.

• If the assessment appeal boards respond without adequate market analysis,
the assessment appeal may be incorrect.

• If a homeowner received compensation for damages and used the money
to make major renovations (such as a new kitchen) in a part of the house not
damaged by undermining, and if the house was not reassessed, the
assessed value may be diminished.
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In point of fact, most of the longwall mining occurs in the remote and rural land
areas.  Frequently, the mining occurs where there is no public infrastructure.  Therefore,
the values are among the lowest per unit area in both counties.  This pattern has not
changed perceptibly over the last 10 years.  Value appears to have risen at road
intersections, near heavily traveled “commuter corridors,” and where public infrastructure
has been installed.  Values do not appear to have declined any more or less near longwall
areas than elsewhere in the more economically depressed rural areas of the counties.
Site-specific exceptions to this general observation do occur.  But to a large extent, these
site-specific value reductions are apparently related to specific mining damage that may
include water loss (permanent or temporary).  Numerous anecdotal evidence has been
offered to substantiate this observation.  In addition, the coal companies have
acknowledged damage to surface property with claim settlements, and various subsidence
insurance claims have been filed.  Both the coal settlements and the insurance claims
have been analyzed in this study.

The balance of the study explores the actions of the assessment appeals boards
and the taxes related to coal reserves and coal mining.

4.5 Conclusions

Differences in property value based on proximity to longwall mining were analyzed
for this study.  Properties above  longwall mining were compared to similar properties not
affected by longwall mining.  Comparing sales data and county value data, RTC found no
statistically significant correlation between the presence of longwall mining and general or
average property values.  Other factors such as access to infrastructure such as public
sewer and  water, remoteness of site (land use density), and proximity to a roadway have
more pronounced relationships to value than proximity to mining.
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In the original Project W ork Statem ent, the term fair market value  was used.  As discussed in

Section 4.2 of this report, sufficient data on fair market value were not available for these analyses.  A related

estim ate of market value, which RTC calls county value, was calculated from available tax assessment

records and used in this study’s analyses.
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5.0 ANALYSIS OF ASSESSMENT CHANGES RELATED TO APPEALS

5.1 Introduction

Sections 3 and 4 of this report discussed whether properties undermined by longwall
operations change in county value.  The GIS approach used for this project allowed for all
properties in longwall mining areas in both counties to be compared to the control groups,
as described above, as well as to all properties in their respective county. 

In these analyses, it was found that properties above longwall receive an
assessment decrease from the county at a slightly greater frequency than properties not
above longwall mining.  The reduction in county value is not a significant portion of the total
tax base.  It was also found that the total value of coal company settlements is greater than
the total reduction in county value.  

5.1.1  Time of Mining

The following objective from the Project Work Statement is addressed: 

Within the longwall group, determine if there are changes in value1 that
correlate to the opening and closing of longwall operations.

5.1.2  Methodology

One of the issues identified for study was whether property values decrease in
anticipation of mining – does the announcement of future mining cause a reduction of
property values? Most mining area boundaries were established before the beginning of
the study period (1993) making analysis of potential value changes related to the
anticipation of mining difficult. Ideally, the analysis would involve paired sales – sales of the
same property before and after the announcement of the mine plan. There were too few
paired sales to complete this analysis.  Instead, county records for the three year period
prior to initiation of individual mine panels were searched to find assessment reductions
that might be related to the anticipation of mining activity

Tax information spanning the last decade was obtained from both Washington and
Greene Counties.  The information was assembled into a database that included parcel
identification numbers, property size, and county value for each available year.  The
database containing the tax information was mapped using MapInfo Professional 6.5 (a
GIS computer program).  The mapping process is known as assigning ‘objects’ to the data.
A MapInfo object is a map feature such as a polygon.  RTC, for example, has made a map
of polygons of all of Greene County property parcels.  Using the parcel identification
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Exhibit 5.1.2-1 Portion of Greene County
Showing Longwall Mining Panels,
Completion Dates, and Individual

Property Parcels

number as a link between the parcel
map and the tax roll database, map
objects were assigned to the
database.  Similarly, Washington
County was assigned objects.
However, because only tax index
maps were available from Washington
County, every parcel in a tax index
map was assigned the same object.
Now a map exists that shows every
parcel in Greene County and the
associated database contains
information on how property
assessment values changed over the
past 10 years.  In Washington County,
the same information can only be
mapped to the tax index level. 

To determine which properties
have been undermined by longwall mining, RTC’s longwall mining maps were connected
in the GIS with the tax roll maps.  Using GIS makes it easy to see which properties may
be affected by longwall mining (Exhibit 5.1.2-1).  From the longwall mining database, more
columns were added to the tax roll database: ‘Mining Type’ and ‘Date of Mining.’  Using
geographic analysis, the new columns were filled with the appropriate information: If a
property touches a longwall mining panel, ‘Mining Type’ is filled with ‘Longwall’ and ‘Date
of Mining’ is filled with the date that the respective longwall panel was completed.  

Every property in Washington and Greene Counties that has been undermined by
longwall mining was identified.  Because the county value for each property for each year
is also in the database, properties whose value has changed and whose locations are
associated with longwall mining can be identified. The date that the longwall mining
occurred can be compared to the year the property received a county value change to see
if there is a correlation.  A correlation was assumed if the county value changed and the
property was undermined in the three years prior to the value change.  For example, if the
county value of a property changed in 1997, it was considered potentially due to longwall
mining if a panel in the area had been completed in 1997, 1996, or 1995.  This process
was used to account for time of mining and time needed to appeal the property
assessment value to the county.

The above method assumes that longwall mining occurs, a surface property is
damaged, and the landowner seeks a reduced assessment.  Alternatively, a landowner
could seek a  reduced assessment through appeal as soon as they learn that longwall
mining will occur under their property.  This scenario was investigated by looking at the
time an assessment reduction occurred and comparing it to longwall mining three years
into the future.  For example if there is a assessment reduction between 1996 and 1997,
it was compared to completed panels in 1997, 1998 and 1999.  This type of investigation
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Exhibit 5.1.2-2  Portion of Washington
County showing longwall panels (black),
room and pillar mined out areas (orange
crosshatch), tax maps (blue), and DEP
mining claims (red stars).  Notice most

mining claims are above room and pillar
areas.

yielded less property reductions due to longwall mining compared to looking for reductions
after longwall mining.   In Washington County there were 364 property reductions when
assuming property owners seek appeals before mining occurs and 567 property reductions
assuming property owners seek appeals after surface damage occurs.  In order to attain
the maximum possible impact due to longwall mining the method assuming property
owners seek assessment reductions after mining occurs was used.

Data were collected and analyzed for the longwall mining areas, the related control
areas, and for all properties in both counties.  Data from longwall properties was compared
both to the control groups and to the respective county as a whole.  The comparisons
showed whether changes in the longwall population are different from other areas of the
county.  If there is a difference, it may be said that the longwall mining influenced the
assessment of property value.

Data collected included number of properties, total county value, number of
properties with changes in county value, the county values of those properties, the number
of properties with downward county value changes, the county values of those properties,
and the value reduction from the previous year.  This information was collected for both
counties, for the longwall study areas, and the related control areas.  For example, all
properties in Greene County were compared to all longwall study area properties and all
control area properties in Greene County.  In addition, the data was converted to
percentages for further comparison.

Coal company settlements
were also investigated (Exhibit 5.1.2-
2).  These data were examined to
determine if property owners were
being compensated for loss due to
mine subsidence.  PA Act 54 requires
coal companies to make property
owners whole for damages.  For
longwall mining it is clear who is
responsible for the damage. For
damages from historic room-and-pillar
mining, mine subsidence insurance
must be used.  For counties not to
lose their existing tax base, property
owners must put compensation back
into the property. This subject is
further addressed in Section 5.1.3.
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